
 

Factory Customized Custom Clear Ldpe Biodegradable Plastic
Clothing Packaging Printed Zip Lock Bag With Top Zip Zipper

We now have our individual sales group, layout team, technical team, QC crew and package group.
Now we have strict high-quality control procedures for each procedure. Also, all of our workers are
experienced in printing discipline for Factory Customized Custom Clear Ldpe Biodegradable Plastic
Clothing Packaging Printed Zip Lock Bag With Top Zip Zipper, Our experienced complex workforce
might be wholeheartedly at your support. We sincerely welcome you to definitely stop by our web site
and company and mail us your inquiry.
We now have our individual sales group, layout team, technical team, QC crew and package group.
Now we have strict high-quality control procedures for each procedure. Also, all of our workers are
experienced in printing discipline for Biodegradable Plastic Zip Lock Bag, Plastic Zip Lock Bag, Zip Lock
Bag, "Create Values,Serving Customer!" is the aim we pursue. We sincerely hope that all customers
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will establish long term and mutually beneficial cooperation with us.If you wish to get more details
about our company, You should contact with us now!

Product Description

1. 1. Fully biodegradable stand up packaging kraft paper bags with window and zipper
2. 2.  This is not just a simple packaging bags for your products. This is the carrier of your

company's   brand, mobile advertising, value communication. The most importance is that it is
environmentally friendly.

3. 3. Because we know its value, we make every packaging bag with our hearts.
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1.The packaging bags made of PLA+PBAT+Kraft paper, which is compostable materials.

2.When the packaging bag completes its commercial role, they can be degraded into soil in a year and
absorbed by plants. It’s really come from nature and return to nature.

3.No more pollution to the environment. The world will become better and better.

The detail data of the biodegradable packaging bags

Item:

Product
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link：
https://www.oempackagingbag.com/factory-customized-custom-clear-ldpe-biodegradable-plastic
-clothing-packaging-printed-zip-lock-bag-with-top-zip-zipper.html
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